To: Subscribers
  - NOAA Weather Wire Service
  - Emergency Managers Weather Information Network
  - NOAAPort
  - Other NWS Partners, Users and Employees

From: Marina Timofeyeva
Chief, NWS Climate Services Branch

Subject: Discontinuation of Local 3 Month Temperature Outlook on August 26, 2021

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Prediction Center (CPC) will stop producing the Local 3 Month Temperature Outlook (L3MTO) on August 26, 2021:

https://w2.weather.gov/climate/l3mto.php

An alternative to L3MTO information for any user-defined location in the continental United States and Alaska may be accessed at:


Users in Hawaii and Pacific Islands can refer to Seasonal Outlooks in Hawaii as text and map products at the following two links, respectively:

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/90day/fxhw40.html
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/pacdir/OCCAH.html

For any questions regarding these changes please contact:

Marina Timofeyeva
Chief, NWS Climate Services Branch
marina.timofeyeva@noaa.gov

National Service Change Notices are online at:

https://www.weather.gov/notification/
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